Transcendent Kingdom by Yaa Gyasi

Join a self-guided culinary tour from June 1 - July 31 by visiting local restaurants with international flair or by checking out a cookbook to try recipes at home. Finish the challenge and return this game sheet to any Lincoln City Libraries location by July 31st to be eligible for a gift card to Francie & Finch Bookshop!

- Eat a Gyro! Tzatziki and fresh veggies go great with any filling.
- Try a Hot Pot- this is an East Asian family style meal with delicious seasonings and a variety of ingredients
- Sample some Persian cuisine- you can find duck, lamb, beef and chicken in a variety of sauces from spicy to savory to cheesy.
- Experiment with some Ethiopian- fill an injera, Ethiopian flatbread, with seasoned meat and veggies.
- Get a tasty Baklava or Melomakarona- honey flavored Greek desserts!
- Sample some Halal foods from the Middle East- shish kebabs are tasty!
- Try Nasi Lemak or Rendang- standout Malaysian dishes!
- Sip a Boba Tea- originally a Taiwanese drink Lincoln boasts several variations including Mango with Strawberry boba and Brown Sugar just to name a few.
- Eat a Banh Mi- these are Vietnamese sandwiches with tasty fillings.
- Sample some Afro-Caribbean food. You can find savory, sweet, spicy and umami flavors throughout Lincoln.
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